4o	LIFE AT SPARTA
not without a certain shrewdness and a dry sense of humour;
and even to-day we sometimes speak of a terse, pithy saying as
'laconic3, that is like 'Lacedaemonian' speech. But their woful
illiteracy stunted their development. They produced no art and
no literature of real merit. They were incapable of large views;
and though Sparta might have played a glorious part as the
leader of the whole Greek race, her history is one long tale of
lost opportunities.
At the same time we must remember that the Spartans' over-
emphasis on physical exercise had a definite purpose—the
making of good soldiers. No sport likely to overdevelop the
wrong muscles or otherwise injure the growth of the body was
permitted; and for this reason boxing was banned. Once every
ten days the boys underwent an official inspection. Their
physique was superb. It is unlikely that there was ever a finer
race.
Boyhood over, a citizen's first taste of practical duties began
and it was a grim one. At eighteen he was drafted into the
Secret Corps or Ciypteia; and for two years it was his business
to go forth among the Helot population of the countryside and,
searching out the more dangerous characters among them, to
make away with these in as secret a manner as possible. Once
as many as two thousand Helots were thus dispatched at a single
time and nobody knew how.
Manhood brought no release from the stern discipline of the
Lycurgan system. Communal life was in fact the keynote of
the Spartans' whole existence. Though hard, it had many
compensations. Drill was a regular part of their daily routine;
but, like all true soldiers, they enjoyed the zest of team-work
and organized co-operation. They liked to feel themselves, as
rowers do, a part of an efficient machine; and the spirit of
comradeship, which this engendered, was not confined to the
parade-ground. It entered into every department of their daily
habits. All full-grown citizens lived, like the boys, a barrack-life

